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A breathtaking journey through abundant landscapes and 
remarkable architecture, the past and future, with delightful 

designs, fluid forms and luxurious textures. This collection 
captures a library’s enchanting charm and majestic beauty. 

Surround yourself with materials that get better with time and 
experience the Fall 2021 collection as the story unfolds. 
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Haiku & Sakka
Like a scene from a storybook, the soft sky illuminates the quiet beauty of  bountiful 

blossoms and twisting branches. Inspired by traditional Japanese sumi-e painting,  
a multitude of  22 high contrast and softer colorways are available digitally printed  

on natural and vinyl grounds for a beautiful collection where artistry meets innovation. 
From entryways to dining and bedrooms, this overscale design makes a grand statement 

with or without the blossoms. This innovative wallcovering concept is produced in  
Phillip Jeffries’ New Jersey HQ where each mural takes just 1-2 weeks to produce.  

It’s high-tech artistry at work. 

9028

9011

9021
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9017 EMERALD REFRESH
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Offset
Abstract paint strokes hint at typography, draw you in, and spark your imagination 

like the pages of  a good book. With eight colorways to choose from, you can 
choose to rest your eyes on the subtle tones or ignite the conversation with pops of  
color. This would make a striking statement wall in both residential and hospitality 
settings. Where the story goes is up to you. Available digitally printed on natural 

and vinyl grounds for a collection where artistry meets innovation. This innovative 
wallcovering concept is produced in Phillip Jeffries’ New Jersey HQ where each 

mural takes just 1-2 weeks to produce. 

9136

9131

9137
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9136 CLAY BLUSH



8947 CAROB
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8942

8945

8947

Coveted for its signature swirly grain, the burls add a unique twist to the modern, 
geometric pattern. With a touch of  glamour, this collection is versatile and perfect for 
a bedroom, living, or dining room. Nine new colorways are available from bold jewel 

tones to neutral tones and each new wallcovering is expertly laminated for ease  
of  installation and packed to perfection. This exquisite natural is in stock  

at PJ’s US headquarters.

Burled Chevron

8946

8940



HOW IT’S MADE
- BURLED CHEVRON -

PHILLIP JEFFRIES



Artistry begins with the selection of  high-quality products. Skilled 
artisans select authentic poplar burl wood before slicing it into  
thin veneers and washing it with color. Next, they dye cut and  
hand lay the pieces in an angular pattern on metallic grounds.  
The wallcovering is expertly laminated for ease of  installation  
and packed to perfection.
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8951

9003

9002

9009
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Vinyl Wood Veneer
The warm tones and organic textures of  wood inspire this modernized performance 

vinyl collection. Two alternatives highlight the best of  the wood veneer style including 
Vinyl Veneer with 10 new colorways in a vertical pattern and Vinyl Floored with 
a horizontal pattern in another 10 new colorways. Our award-winning designs are 
engineered for residential and commercial use and can be used in high traffic and 

damp areas. From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to corridors, our performance 
vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  the finest hotels and homes throughout 

the world. Luxury has never been so durable and affordable.

9003

9002

9009

9005
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Gallant Grasses
An update to a classic grass, this handwoven natural is full of  refined texture 
and organic knotty details. The woven piece is saturated with color while the 

backing is dyed to match. This collection is in stock and comes in a wide variety 
of  14 new colors including rich jewel tones with a chic finish perfect for  

a bedroom, living room, or home office.
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HOW IT’S MADE
- GALLANT GRASSES -
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This multi-step process begins with the harvesting of  natural 
grass. Then, skilled artisans weave and knot the grass for a 
unique, handcrafted texture. The woven piece is saturated 
with color while the backing is dyed to match. To ensure the 
quality and integrity of  the product, the wallcovering is expertly 
laminated and finished with a layer of  protective coatings.
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All Wound Up 11
This tightly woven Japanese paperweave has been in production for generations, 

and consistently produces the same elegant, chromatic texture that is both 
effortlessly beautiful and virtually seamless. With six new colorways from soft 

neutrals to pale pastels, this very popular and luxurious seamless collection 
provides the elevated look of  a natural grasscloth wallcovering without the 

paneling. Perfect for a bedroom, dining room or hallway, this collection is in stock 
at our US warehouse and a designer’s go-to resource for seamless texture.
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Winchester Weave
Handsome haberdashery for the home. Crafted by artisans in Japan, multiple 
strands of  fine paper threads known as Bokashi yarns are intricately woven 

together to create a menswear-inspired pattern with a virtually seamless effect. 
This collection of  10 colorways from classic blues to soft neutrals are our US 
warehouse and have an anti-fray and stain repellent finish. It’s a modern twist 

on a suiting-inspired pattern perfect for any room in the home including a home 
office or dressing room. A weave so pretty you’ll wish you were wearing it.
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HOW IT’S MADE
- WINCHESTER WEAVE -
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Crafted by artisans in Japan, multiple strands of  fine paper 
threads or Bokashi yarns are dyed and woven on a loom into 
an intricate, suiting-inspired pattern.
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House of Plaid

Imagine towering mountains, glittering lochs, dense woodlands and miles upon 
miles of  tartan and tattersall plaids. These digitally designed plaid patterns are 

artistically layered over a subtle herringbone pattern to create the look of  woven 
textile plaid. With 10 colorations available from warm neutrals to trendy blue-
greys, this classic pattern is made to order and digitally printed on natural and 

vinyl grounds for a virtually seamless collection where artistry meets innovation. 
Pretty plaids like this never go out of  style. 

Featuring:  
Georgian Grid & Paxton Plaid
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9123

9120

9126
9124



9064 WARM CHAI
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Cable Knit
An update to an age-old craft, the large-scale cable knit pattern is rich with heritage 

and wraps the room in a warm embrace. A variety of  9 coastal colorations are 
available digitally printed on natural and vinyl grounds for a collection where 

artistry meets innovation. This innovative wallcovering concept is produced in 
Phillip Jeffries’ US HQ where each mural takes just 1-2 weeks to produce. This 
high-tech artistry transforms even the largest loft-like spaces into a cozy abode. 
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Corduroy Cloth
A preppy mainstay, this small wale corduroy combines the warm, cozy look of   
a traditional corduroy fabric and the refined elegance of  a tufted, fluted pattern 

in 12 luxurious, seasonal colors. From trendy camel to the softest pink, this 
textile offers a versatile range of  colors that are expertly laminated for  
ease of  installation. This on-trend textile for fall is also in stock and  

perfectly prepped for the wall.
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8921
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With its subtle nap and soft charm, this collection of  faux suede looks 
and feels like the real deal. Our micro-fiber is woven on a dobby and piece 
dyed to give it the softest touch. Wrap your walls in luxury with an array of  
seven chic and new sophisticated must-have colorations that are expertly 
laminated for ease in installation. This would make a luxurious addition  

to a library, den or home office. 

Suede Lounge 111
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Spun to perfection, this fashion-forward textile combines both thick and 
thin off-white wefts with colorful warp yarns for a nubby, chunky aesthetic 
ranging from dark and dramatic to chic neutrals. The 12 new introductions 
come in nature-inspired tones with a stylish edge and are all in stock. Each 

wallcovering is expertly laminated and stain repellant-perfect for a bedroom, 
living or dining room.

Boucle Nights
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8977

8974

8976

8972

8971



9093 GOLD COAL
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Add depth and metallic edge to a room with this graphic, deco-inspired pattern 
now available in performance vinyl. A well-curated mix of  six new colorways are 

available including luxurious metallic and neutral options. Our award-winning 
designs are engineered for residential and commercial use and can be used in high 
traffic and damp areas. From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to corridors, our 
performance vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  the finest hotels and 
homes throughout the world. Luxury has never been so durable and affordable.

Vinyl Metallic Montage

9089

9090

9093
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A guaranteed favorite this season! To create a classic, glamorous style, this 
performance vinyl was inspired by a natural grass micro weave with hints of  
metallic undertones. Nine new colorways showcase an elevated palette with 
stylish elegance. Our award-winning designs are engineered for residential 

and commercial use and can be used in high traffic and damp areas. 
From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to corridors, our performance 

vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  the finest hotels and homes 
throughout the world. Luxury has never been so durable and affordable.

Vinyl  
Shimmer Weave
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9060

Vinyl  
Sateen Club

Infuse your home with lustrous sophistication. Inspired by the glimmering 
trails of  raindrops streaking down a windowpane, the linear strié found in 
the rayon yarns of  classic Sateen Club are now available in performance 
vinyl. A large range of  versatile and usable color introductions - 17 total! 
- are available. Our award-winning designs are engineered for residential 

and commercial use and can be used in high traffic and damp areas. 
From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to corridors, our performance 

vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  the finest hotels and homes 
throughout the world. Luxury has never been so durable and affordable.



Inspired by the original Oxford Weave, the sophisticated, embossed texture 
in this performance vinyl creates a two-toned illusion equivalent to a fine, 
crisp textile. The 16 new colorways range from light and modern to dark 

and dramatic and are destined to become a fan-favorite. Our award-winning 
designs are engineered for residential and commercial use and can be used 
in high traffic and damp areas. From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to 
corridors, our performance vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  
the finest hotels and homes throughout the world. Luxury has never been 

so durable and affordable.

Vinyl 
Oxford Weave

PHILLIP JEFFRIES
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9114

9108

9113

9110



8949 WHITE WASH
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Vinyl Floored
The warm tones and organic textures of  wood inspire this modernized 

performance vinyl collection. Two alternatives highlight the best of  
the wood veneer style including Vinyl Veneer with 10 new colorways 
in a vertical pattern and Vinyl Floored with a horizontal pattern in 

another 10 new colorways. Our award-winning designs are engineered 
for residential and commercial use and can be used in high traffic and 
damp areas. From bathrooms to ballrooms, kitchens to corridors, our 
performance vinyl wallcoverings are on display at some of  the finest 
hotels and homes throughout the world. Luxury has never been so 

durable and affordable.
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Vignette Images

Haiku* Haiku* Styled In Studs

Burled Chevron Paxton Plaid

Vinyl Floored

Styled In Studs

Offset*

*available in other colorways

Georgian Grid

Vinyl Metallic MontageCable Knit

Offset*

Sakka*
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Haiku Styled In Studs Burled Chevron

Cable Knit Vinyl Floored

Georgian Grid

Vinyl Metallic MontagePaxton Plaid

Corduroy Cloth Winchester Weave Vinyl Wood Veneer Boucle Nights

All Wound Up II Gallant Grasses Vinyl Sateen Club

Vinyl Oxford Weave

Vinyl Shimmer Weave

Offset



Media Inquiries
For high resolution vignette, product and sku images, 
or additional information, please contact:

Michelle Daniels
Director of  Marketing
michelle@phillipjeffries.com

PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM | 973.575.5414

Follow Us
PhillipJeffriesLTD PhillipJeffries PJLTD

Fall 2021   | Bibliothèque
19 Collections and 250 NEW SKUs

© 2021 PHILLIP JEFFRIES. All Rights Reserved.  
We Vigorously Enforce Our Rights.

Caitlin McIntyre
Marketing Coordinator
caitlin@phillipjeffries.com

Items Shown (L-R): 9021, 9011, 9028

Custom Made Easy
You can design your own custom digital wallcovering with PURE IMAGINATION. 
CREATE your own design, SUBMIT your own artwork, or MODIFY our existing 
murals - if  you can imagine it, we can create it. Simply changing the ground or color 
of  a wallcovering from our existing library? You can do that too with PJ MASH UP 
in four simple steps.
GET STARTED

Marisa Rivera
Marketing Activation Assistant 
marisa@phillipjeffries.com
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